
The ‘Custom Catalogue’ is a valuable feature as it contains the details 

of thousands of books used by School Library Service.  Checking book 

levels or adding new books to the system becomes very quick and 

easy as all the resource information is retrieved from the database, 

simply by scanning the ISBN code.

There is an array of reports JL.net  can produce.  Our teachers have 

utilised the report created from ‘Borrower History’ in keeping track of 

exactly which books their pupils are reading.  As Library Assistant, I 

have run the ‘Overdues’ report regularly for tracking and chasing 

overdue loans.

The option to print out the front cover of an issued book on the ‘My 

Books’ page, has proven to be a real asset in helping parents and 

children alike, to fi nd overdue or ‘lost’ books at home.

Our school has been using JL.net for several years now.  In September our Student Import went smoothly!  There’s no longer any need 

to manually ‘move’ all 485 pupils into their new classes on our database - one � le does it all!  The Import Wizard makes Student Intake 

and Transfer a relatively simple process and only takes minutes.  

Our Discovery Centre & iMLS 

Last year we celebrated the opening of our new Discovery Centre.  

The aim of this fabulous, new modern library is to really develop 

pupils’ love of reading and the way they use their reading skills in 

making their own discoveries.  Every class has its own scheduled 

time-slot to use the Centre, pupils now do so much more than just 

change their library books! We provide a new theme every half-

term for children to follow and explore, with various theme related 

activities and displays to help them.  Our pupils are privileged to 

have iPads and iPods at their disposal.  There is also an ‘Ask the 

Expert’ display board, where children can leave their questions and 

receive answers.

In summary, JL.net is a vast and extensive 
software package and we are still � nding 
new ways to use it! 
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During the last year we have been delighted with the instalment of the new iMLS App, which nicely complements the children’s work in the 

Discovery Centre.  The App allows each pupil to log into JL.net independently.  They are able to look at their current loans, also search, fi nd and 

read the blurb of a book they are interested in.  Pupils can also use the search facility within the App to fi nd books related to our theme.

The children are thrilled at being able to create and watch their own video book reviews - they are coming in thick and fast!  Pupils also love 

using the ‘Community Stats’ feature, where they can see which books are popular with children their own age, in other local schools.  Using 

the app, they can check whether our Discovery Centre already holds a copy of a book they desire, and if not, they can send out a book request 

directly to the Librarian’s ‘Wish List’, at the tap of a button!

Using iMLS, the children have become more responsible in caring for their own library books, being keenly aware of any overdues!

Teachers and staff  have found the ISBN search facility particularly handy when visiting 

bookshops (and the SLS van) to check whether a copy of a book is already in stock at 

school.

Other Benefi ts

In July, we performed our fi rst Stock Check using JL.net.  This was very straight forward, 

I have to say!  As each book was scanned, any ‘unreturned’ books or ‘removed’ books 

that had accidentally found their way back onto the library shelves, were highlighted.  

With a couple of clicks these were easily reassigned at the end of the Stock Check. 

In summary, JL.net is a vast and extensive software package and we are still fi nding 

new ways to use it!
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